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Redetermination of the Magnetic Moment of the Proton in Nuclear Magnetons*
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A redetermination of the magnetic moment of the proton in nuclear magnetons has
been performed using an omegatron. Special care was taken to make the phase of the
rf electric field uniform inside the omegatron, and an almost rectangular line shape
consistent with simple theory was obtained. Measurements were made both before and
after gold plating the omegatron to check on the effects of nonuniform surface potentials.
The value obtained uncorrected for diamagnetism was 2.792 788+ 0.000 016 (+6 ppm).

The magnetic moment of the proton in nuclear
magnetons can be obtained by measuring the cyc-
lotron frequency f, and spin resonance frequency

f, in the same magnetic field. Simple theory
gives f,/f, = p. ~/p, „, where p„ is the nuclear
magneton and p. ~ is the proton moment. Standard
techniques were used to measure f, with an ac-
curacy of 5X10 '.

The rectangular charge- collecting omegatron
shown in Fig. 1 was used to measure f, . It is
similar in design to that of Sommer, Thomas,

and Hippie (STH).' A beam of VO-eV electrons,
which is highly collimated by the magnetic field,
produces ions by collisions with hydrogen gas.
The desired ions spiral out toward the collector
due to the force applied by a vertical rf electric
field whose frequency is approximately the cyc-
lotron-resonance frequency. Those ions hitting
the ion collector form a current. The informa-
tion of interest comes from the variation of this
ion current with the frequency of the rf electric
field.
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the omegatron. The size is 1.2 times actual with the plate thicknesses being
3 to 5 times actual.
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The rf field is produced by applying an rf volt-
age between the bottom plate and the rf grounded
top plate. The rf field uniformity is achieved by
using eight rectangular window-frame shaped
guard rings. The volume inside the end plates
and guard rings is 20 &&20 x40 mm. A capacitive
rf potential divider with short leads connecting
to the plates and guard rings is used. Each ele-
ment is 820 pF. Special attention is given to re-
ducing to a minimum any phase shift between the
stack of guard rings and the end plates.

For an ion starting from rest in a homogeneous
magnetic field B the radius of the particle's or-
bit as a function of time and in the absence of an
electrostatic field, in approximation, is (in mks
units)

E f Sln[p((d~g —(0 )$]r=
B (d& f (dc

where ~,&
is the angular frequency of the rf elec-

tric field E,f and ~, is the cyclotron angular
frequency. Thus, in the absence of collisions
and drift, all ions would reach the collector at
r=R for ~&u, f-~, ~

&E,f/(BR) and no ions would
be collected for ~~,f-~, ~

&E,q/(BR). These con-
ditions correspond to a rectangular-shaped line
with infinitely steep sides. The actual shape of
the sides of the line is controlled by at least six
considerations: the strength of the rf electric
field, the initial velocities of ions at production,
the effects of collisions, the magnetic-field ho-
mogeneity, the variation of potential over sur-
faces, and the rf phase uniformity in the omega-
tron. A high rf electric field produces a line
which is less susceptible to the influence of sur-
face potential variations, drift, and collisions.
No attempt was made to measure lines of low

E,f, and only lines of almost rectangular shape
with steep sides were used.

Line shapes such as the one shown in Fig. 2

were obtained. They are similar to those pre-
dicted by simple theory. These almost rectangu-
lar shapes have not been used in previous p, ~/p„
experiments. Typical asymmetries (difference
in center frequency between 15 and 85% of peak)
for proton lines were five parts in 10' and those
for other ions used were less than two parts in
106. The linewidth at 90% of maximum was typ-
ically 80% of the linewidth at 5% of maximum for
lines 100-ppm wide. This improved shape is be-
lieved to result from a combination of increased
trapping time due to the higher magnetic field
and also the reduction of the phase difference of
the rf electric field between the guard rings and

the end plates which resulted from having the
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FIG. 2. The proton line shape shown above is 110-
ppm wide and the error associated with asymmetry
and random error is less than 1 ppm.

complete voltage divider only 40 mm from the
guard rings. Strongly asymmetric lines were ob-
tained when a phase difference was introduced be-
tween the guard rings and the end plates.

Frequency shifts as well as asymmetries can
occur if the phase of the rf field seen by the ions
near their starting points is different from that
of the averaged field over their orbits just be-
fore they are collected, These can result from
two different types of rf field inhomogeneities.
First, they can arise from a variation of the
phase of the rf electric field across the volume
of the omegatron. Second, shifts can result from
a change in average direction of the rf electric
field with orbit size or orbit drift. These effects
can be most easily described by decomposing the
electric field into its two counter-rotating com-
ponents. Only one of these components is effec-
tive in producing ion acceleration. This compo-
nent may be represented as (E,/2) exp[ j(cut +y)],
where E, is the amplitude of the rf electric field,
~ is the angular frequency of the rf source, and

cp is either the phase of the field or the angle be-
tween the direction of the component of the rf
electric field which is perpendicular to the mag-
netic-field direction and the x axis. y is a con-
stant over the volume only in a uniform rf field.
The average frequency of this field as seen by
the ion should be u, +dy/T, where T is the rota-
tion period and dy is the difference in the aver-
age phase or direction of the field between one
orbit and the next. In the present experiment the
effect of deviations from rf uniformity is less
than +0.5 ppm.

The electric field required to trap the parti-
cles in the magnetic-field direction causes the
principal shift of a single ion-resonance curve
center. This shift is corrected for in a similar
way to that used by STH; however, here only
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ions of low relative concentration were cycled in
older that the shift due to cbaIlge of spRce chRx'ge
with change of resonant ion couM be made negli-
gible. Measurements on at least two ion species
are required to correct for the shift due to a
combination of space charge Rnd the electx'ostat-
ic trapping field. One can extrapolate to the
electric-field-free result by going to zero mass
while assuming the electric field to be indepen-
dent of the ion observed. Simple theory of the
electrostatic shift for fields of hyperboli. c sym-
metry gives f,» =f,t1-E(r)M/(B'er) j, where 8 is
the magnetic-field intensity, E(r) is the radial
electric field Rt R distance x from the center of
the electron beam averaged over one orbit, and
M is the mass of the ion. This relation holds to
better than 0.1 ppm for the parameters which
characterize this experiment in the absence of
drift. Since E(r)/r is not constant with radius ln
a rectangular omegatron, we can more correctly
write f,=f,(1-IQf), where K is a complete path
average of E(r)/(8'er). Figure 3 shows nine sets
of ion resonances taken with the gold-plated ome-
gatron.

After extensive shimming, the total magnetic-
fieM inhomogeneity was reduced to +6 ppm. The
corresponding estimated uncertainty in p~/p„ is
+4 ppm. This uncertainty estimate assumes that
little averaging takes place and that the differ-
ent ions may average in slightly different ways.

Great effort was made to make other systemat-
ic errox s as small as possible. All matexials
used were tested for magnetic contamination and
gave an effect of less than +1.0 ppm. Electric-

field penetration from the electron filament Rnd

electron-collector holes is esti.mated at +1.5
ppm. The filament current caused a shift of 0.4
ppm with an uncertainty of +0.1 ppm. Uncertain-
ty ln the 1 elRtlvlstlc mass cox'1 ectlons 18 set Rt
+1 ppm. Uncertainties in the ion masses used
contribute less than+0. 1 ppm, line asymmetries
+1 ppm. Possible changes of rf voltage amplitude
across the line contribute +0.5 ppm, and frequen-
cy measurement +0.1 ppm.

Wide ranges of variables are included in the
final results. The experimental conditions in-
cluded variations of 0.2 to 4.3 p, A in the electron
emission, 0.1 to 3.5 V of the tx'apping potential,
(1.4 to 16) x10 ' Torr on the total gas pressure,
and E, f values giving linewidths for H+ of 35 to
160 ppm. The hydrogen and deuterium gases
were leaked separately into the vacuum system
through a NiPd leak, with the H, concentration
varying from 20 to 80%. All results fell within
+3 ppm. The final data consist of five runs in
which each of three ions were measured and
nineteen x'uns ln which two lons wex'e measured.

The principal criterion used for acceptable da-
ta was the steepness of the sides of the lines.
This was of particulax' importance in the early
runs on the omegatron with patch surface poten-
tials fl om oxide lRyers. Thex'e, Ilo reproducible
zero-mass extrapolation was obtained with small
values of E,q. However, with larger E,f the
lines became increasingly rectangular and quite
symmetric, Rnd the zero-mass extrapolation was
consistent from run to run.

The spin-resonance frequency of the proton was

g4
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FIG. 3. Extrapolation to zero mass for the data taken with the omegatron gold plated. Mass-one ions were H+,
mass-two D+. and mass-five ions were HQ+. The intercept represents the value of the proton-cyclotron frequency
at zero electrostatic field times the proton rest mass. y is the effective relativistic mass increase in the ion m
assuming little drift in the orbit. Vr is the trapping potential in volts. A and f are the mass and cyclotron-res-
onance freqUencg of the Lon I
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obtained by measuring the spin-resonance fre-
quency of the deuteron in spherical sample of un-
doped heavy water and using a conversion ratio.

The plates and guard rings of the omegatron
were made from oxygen-free high-conductivity
copper. For the majority of the measurements
they were uncoated, and patches on them which
appeared to be oxidized probably gave substan-
tial surface potential differences. A result ob-
tained with the omegatron uncoated' included a
+9 ppm uncertainty to allow for possible electric-
field gradient effects. These are frequency
shifts due to static electric fields which are not
corrected for in zero-mass extrapolation if ions
of different mass see different average values of
E(r)/r. The omegatron was then gold plated, and
the result obtained from number of additional
runs was only 3 ppm higher. This is taken as
strong evidence that the uncertainty of the un-
coated omegatron set of measurements due to
electric field gradient effects is about 3 ppm.
The uncertainty of the final result is taken as +3

ppm since the coated omegatron could have some
remnant electric-field gradients smaller than
the uncoated omegatron. The values before and
after gold plating were averaged, since the larg-
er number of runs under a variety of operating
conditions before plating was felt to balance the
advantage of reduced surface potentials.

The final result obtained for p~'/p, „in the form
uncorrected for the diamagnetism of the nuclear
resonance sample used is 2.792 783 ~0.000016, or
+6 ppm. This error is intended to be a f0% con-
fidence interval and represents the square root
of the sum of the squares of the systematic and
random errors. The result includes a 0.4 ppm
correction for filament current shift of the mag-
netic field and an effective relativistic correc-
tion for the ion masses of 3.3 ppm for H' and

0.8 ppm for D
The result given is in agreement within the

quoted errors with all direct determinations of
p, ~'/p, „except those of STH and Marion and Wink-
ler. The result closest to the result of the pres-
ent work is that of Mamyrin and Frantsuzov,
which is 2.792 794~ 0.000017.' It should be noted
that the indirect value of p~'/p, s determined by
use of the faraday as obtained by the National
Bureau of Standards in 1960 is lower by 25 ppm
than the value reported here, with the standard
error in the difference being 13 ppm.
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